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ABSTRACT
Two different desigr philosophies for sailPlane airfoils

with flaps aie compared- The fust philosophy requircs the

treatest possibie extent of laminar flow on the lower sur-
face for the flap-up case. Because it is difficult tomaintain
the laminar boundary layffbeyond the flap hinte, the flaP
chord must be small, in the ranSe of 12 to 15 Percent of the
airfoil chord. For the flap-down case, the upper-su ace

curvature should be relatively continuous which yields

tood highlift performance with 50 to 60 Percent laminar
flow. This feature rcsults in a concave comel on the upper
sudace at the flap lunte for the flap-up case. The same is
true on the lower su ace for the flaP down case. These
comers cause local sePamtions of the turbulentboundary
layer with reattachment occuring aft of the hin$. Experi-
ments have shown no increase in dmt due to these turbu_
lent separation bubbles, however The second philosophy
employs a wider flap of 20 to 22 Percent chord. It is Pos-
sible to desiF these airfoils such that, for ihe flap-down
case, the laminarflow on the upper surface €xtends to the
hinte, followed by a steep prcssure recovery A tuibulator
is then necessary forward of the hinge to insure attached
turbulent flow up to the trailing edge. On the lower
surface, the same situation occurs for the flap-up case. The
concave comers at the hinge are milder on both surfaces
and, for most conditions, the turbulent seParation can be
prcvented in the comers. Examiles for both PhilosoPhies
are presented. Theoretical and exPerimental section
characterishcs are compared,

1 - PHILOSOPHY 1
Almost aI recent sailplane airfoils with flaps havebeen

designed accodrnt to the same philosophy. They have,
for the flap-up case the Sreatest extent of laminar flow
possible on the lower su ace up to the hithest applicable
Re)'nolds number Usually, it is assumed that laminar Oow
cannot be maintained across the flap hinte. Therefore, a

short flap chord is selected, below 15 perceni of the airfoll
chord. On the upper surface, a "regular" surface is intended
across the flap hinte for the flap-down case- Therefore, a

concave comer develops for the flap-up case. The flaPs
are relativelythin and noi too easytobuild. The thickness
ofsuch airloils is determined by the extent oflaminar flow
on the upper su ace.
L. Boemans, Ref. [4], desiSred an airfoil DU 89-134/i4
on which the laminar boundarylayer extents on ihe low€r
surface for the flap-up case even beyond the flap hinge
which was rcalized in wind tunnel t€sts. D. Althaus Pre-
sented in Ref [3] ttuee airfoils AH93'K'130/15, AH 93-K-
131/ 15, and AH 93-K-132l15, which also have 9s percent
laminar flow on the lower su ace in the flap-up case.

Examples for pNosophy 1 are given in section 3.
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2. PROBLEMS WITH THE DESIGN OF FLAPPED
AIRFOILS

The design of aidoils always starts from the specifica-
tion of their velociiy distributions. All design methods
defineonlyone shape. Thisis also true for the multi point
desi$ method, where different parts of ihe airfoils can be
desi$ed for different angles ofattack. Airfoils wiih naps
are more difficult to design because the critical velocity
distributions occur for difterent parts ofiheairfoils for dif-
ferent flap settints (i.e- dif{erent shapes), only one ofwhich
can be defined by its velocity distribution. The desiSn of
flapped airfoils, therefore, needs some iterations. For ex
ample, the design starts with the flap-up case. Then the
shap€ of the resultjn8 airfoil is modified geometrically by
introducing a flap deflection. The new shape can only be
evaluated using an analysjs method, for example, a pan€l
method. Theflap deflection changes thevelocity distibu-
tion over th€ entire airfoil. The laigest chantes occur near
the flap hinte and near the leadin8 ed8e. If some bound-
arylayer developments for the new velocity distributions
are not acceptable, ii is usually necessary to return to the
desiSr method for ihe ongjnal nap settint and to chante
the input such that ihe velocity distribution for the new
flap settint is changed in the right directjon. This often
requires many iterations. The most difficult problem ex-
ists near the flap hinge. Fol example, for an airfoil desiSned
according to ihe philosophy 1 the design is performed for
the flap-up case. Then the velocity distribution for the
upper slrrface musi be specified such that a concave cor-
ner develops near ihe f-lap hinge. Only then can the flap-
down case produce a smooth velociiv djstrjbution near
the hin8e. This is very difficult to achjeve.

3. IMPROVEMENT OF THE DESICN PROCEDURE
An improved design procedure is illustraied by m€ans

of an example designed accordingio philosophy 1. Airfoil
E 658 has a flap chord of 1,1 percent of ihe airfoil chord,
and is to have in the flap-up case on the lowersurface lanri-
narflow up to the flap hinSe for the highest Reynoldsnum-
ber and the lowest lift coefficient that are relevant. There-
fore, the airfoil design is performed for this flap up case
and the velocity distdbuiion on the lowersurface forward
of the flap hinge is specified conespondinBlv. The pres-
sure recovery begins ai the flap hinge aft of i'hich laminar
now is difficult io mainiain. This pari of the desitF can be
considered somewhat "siandard'.

For the upper surface, different r€quirements must be

a) For ihe flap'up case the laminar florv should extencl
as far aft as possibl€.

b) The upper limii of the low-drag range should be as

hith as possible for the flap down case and a sharp
stall should be prevented.

c) The requirenent can only be satisfied if the velocjt)'
distribuiion on the uppersurface is in the flap dohn
case sn1ooth and the boundaD/'layer se!raration does
not occur more than few peicent chord forward of
the trailing ecig€. This requires, for example, for the
flap-up case a concave corner d€velopinS near the
flap hinBe.
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The first two rcquirements can be satisfied as described
in Ref. I1l, for example. The third requirement is satisfied
only approximately, as shown in Fi8. I

Nexi, an 18'nap down deflection isanalysed, for which
the upper surface is to be retular near the flap hinge. Asin
this example, regularity near the flap hinge is normally
not achieved. Therefor€, the ai oil is smoothed geomerr;-
cally.ln the present example, the smoothingwas performed
by eiiminatint the coordinate points near the flap hinge.
A cubic spline fit is then computed throuth the remaining
points, which can be used to insert new points. The ef{ect
of this smoothing is shown in Fig. 1. The velociry distribu-
tion in the pressur€-recovery regionis nearly linearbecause
this allows hith maximum lift coefficient toterher with
Sentle stall to be realised.

A second airfoil, E 659 was designed with 95 percent
laminarflowonthelowersurfacefortheflap-upcase.The
flap chord is again 14 percent. Computationallt it is easy

"ri
,'1

Airfoil E 659 is more than one p€rcent thinner than airfoil
E 558. This is d_ srtnrhcant difterence. lt is e\plained by thF
tunddmenral fdct that rhe rhr, be.- of an airfort -peiines
thedmount of pre-sure reco\ ery on both (uriace( tdgeth€r.
which i5 neces-ary tor closing rhe ai'foilat the rra indedte.
II lhe lhicLnes\;emains coi.tanr. le.. prersure recovery
on one curfdce mean) more on the olhvr.urface. I e.s prei-
sure recovery from both surfaces togethermeans less thick-
ness. The low€r surface of airfoil E 659 has less pressure
recovery than the lower surface of airfoil E 658 ;nd thus
contributes less to the thickness of the airfoil. This requires
more pressurc rccovery on the upper suda!€ which reduces
the e\lenl of the lamrnar floh lhe pre.sure recovery ror
dnoil E 659 begin: abour 8 perEent cho;d earlier rhan on dxroii
E 658. Even at 80% chord the thickness is still tower For ob-
tainint the same thickness as ai oil E 658, the extent of
the laminar flow on th€ upper su ace must be reduced
turther

Thetheoretical section characteristics of the two airfoils
are "hobn in li8\. I to 8. Ihe RFyn,'ldr numbers vdry
d,rording to the flap denedion-. A Rel nold- number dr
i00.000 oc.uA for d chord of3n0 mm dld.peed ol Sb km h:
a Rpynold. number 4,000,00n, for " cord of o00 mm at a
speed of 229 km/h. The polars ihus cover a wide rante of
chords and velocities. The method used to compuia th€
polars includes the transition criterion and the esiimaiion
of the drag due to laminar separation bubbles described
in Ref. [21.
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Figure li Design of airfoil E 658;
Preliminary and 6nal flap-up case.

the laminar flow "survives" beyond th€ flap hinge. Prac
tically, the required manufacturing tolerances and the long-
term maintenance ofthis region are another matter

The design ofairfoil E 659 is shown in Fi8.2. The upper
surface has again a seciion wiih low velociiy near the filap
hin8e. This is in anticipation of lhe concave corner. The
flap-down deflection of 18' again yields an irreSllar ve-
locity distribution on the upper surface. Moreover, theflap
is verv thin. The smoothing of the upper surface is there-
fore peiformed in a different way. More points are elimi
naied and one new poini is inserted near the flap hinSe
above the oriFnal surface. Then an adequat€ number of
nelv points is insefied using a spline fit. This makes the
flap slightly thicker although it is still thinner than the
flap on airfoil E 658.

t_
Figure 3: Theoreticalsection charactennlcs olairfoii E 658,0' flap.

for airfoil E 659, ihe laminar flow ext€nds bevond the
fldp hin8e. lhr, ..ompen.arFJb\ r1e -horter e\tenl oj
laminar flow on the upper surface. Thr mininum drag at
hith speeds is the same for both antuils. Airfoil E 658 has
a slithtly loweredge of the low,dra 8 range. At Iow speeds,
airfoil E 658 is noticeably better This is, however noi sig,
nificanibecause the induc€d drag donlinates at low speeds.

Severat other airloils with 95 pe.cent laminar flow on
ihe lo$'er surface have been designed. So far all att€mpis

E 658 "", *,, ".,,.,,",",4.

.: . .:,{.1'
Figure 2: Design of airfoit E 659;

Preliminary and fina1 flap-up case.
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figur€ 5: theoEtical section charactedstics of airfoil E 65& -r8' flap

Iigur€ 6: Iheoretical se.tion .haracteristics of airfoil E 659, 0' flap.

showed eith€r less thickness without better perfomance
or less performance with the same thickness. lt will be
very difficult to desigr such atfoils such that they have,
within the applied theory and under the same conditons
for the separation of th€ turbulent boundary layer advan-
tates over airfoil E 658. Airfoils with laminary flow b€yond
the flap hinSe are thercfore nbt considered further

Iigure 7: Theoretical section characteristics of airfoil E 659, l0' flaP.

4 - PHILOSOPI]Y 2
The main advantage of airfoil E 658 over airfoil E 659is

ils longer and Srealer pressure recovery on the lower\ur-
face which allows a grealer eylenl of ldmrndr flow on lhe

upper surfdce. DesiSn philosophy 2 eyploils even more
pressure recovery on the lower surface. this is only pos-

sible if a longer pressure r€covery is speciied. There is,

thus, no lonter any reason to use short flap chordt th€

flaps become lhicler and easier to build with Sood tor-
sional stilfness. The lower exlent of laminar flow on lhe

lower su ace again allows a Sreater extent on the upper
su ace. An essential feature of philosophy 2 is achieving
Iaminar flow up to the flap hinte on the upper surface for
the flap-down case. This requires a steep and la€e pres-

sure recovery aft of the flap hinge. A turbulator must pro-
vide the best initial conditions for the turbulent boundary
layer at the beginnint oI the prcssure rccovery which can

then overcome the steep presswe recovery Separation is

Fedicted iust forward of the trailing edte, which normally
does not cause additional drag. Even if transition moves
toward the leadint edte at high angles of attack, separa-
tion does not occur at the flap hinge. A docile stall canbe
achieved if the transition does not jump abruptly from the
hinte to the leadinS ed$.

Ai oil E 671 is an example of philosophy2.It was d€-
veloped in conjunction with airfoilE658 for the latestsail'
plane desiF. B 14, of the Akafliet Berlin.

It hasa 22 percent chord flap. A shorter flap chord would
satisfy the requirements of philosophy 2 but with less

thickn€ss. The desjgn procedure did not use the improve-
ments discussed in section 3. Instead, the airfoil was d€'
signed for a medium fiap settint. lt took many attempts
to achieve the velocity distributions shown in Fi&9. The
flap-up case exhibits the desired velocity distdbution on
the lower suface quitewell. The correspondingconditions
for the flap-down case are satisfied less precisely on ihe
upper surface. An unintended small depression in the ve-
locity distdbution before the beginninS of the pressurere-
covery could not be eliminated. This is not too significant
because the flap-down case corresponds to lower Reynolds
numbers where su.h tradients do nol easily cause transi-
tion. A turbulator must an)'way be located sliShtly forward
of the hinge because the transitional boundary iayer will
separate if the steep pressure recoverybeFns immediately
aft of the turbulator. Some distance is necessary beiween
the tu$ulatorand the beginningofthe pressure recovery,
for the boundary layer to develop its tull turbulence.

Figlre 9: Airfoil E67l withvelociiy distnbuhons.

E 659 "*.*n".d.,",,.,.,.,,!

Fi$re 8: Theoretical section charactenshca of ajtfoil E 659, l0' flaP

E 658 n".. * r,* 're. uu r*.'

E 659 *.-',-.'"

E 659 *x.Ma..rc.'a'-"cr
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E 671 !5a,a,,ed.r""+,dr. 1,,.,i6r 5 . EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Aifoils E 671 and E 558 have been tested in the Lami-

nar Wind Tunnel (LWT) of the Institut fur Aero- und
Gasdynamik of Universitat Stuttgarr, Ref. [3]. This is an
open retum tunnel with a very low turbulence level and
usint a rectangular test section 730 by 2730 mm. The drat
is measured by means ofan integating wake rake, which
is traversed in the span\atse direction to account for drat
coef{icient variations due to lon$ntudinal irihercnt struc-
tures in the boundary layer. The lift is determined from
Pressurcs on the tunnel walls. The pitching moment is mea-
surcd by a load cell.

The models were manufactured by Akaflieg Berlin with
a chord of 500 mm, which is relatively small for this tun-
n€I. This chord allows a Re),nolds number of 500 000, which
was desirable because the intended application, sailplane
B 14, has an 18 m span and high aspect ratio. This low
Re),nolds number was not teste4 however, because the
tunnel time was limited. Due to the chord of the models,
the hiShest tested Re),nolds numberwas2 x 10 which cot-
rcsponds to velocities below the manmum for the B 14
sailplane.

The results are shown in Figs. 13 to 20. The Rap-down
cases are shown for low Relnolds numbeE, the flap,up
cases only for the higher Relrolds numbers. The diagrams
are shown in the same sequence asin the previous fiFrres,
from the top to the bottom with incr€asing negative flap
settingand Reynolds numbers. The abbreviation ZT in rhe
explanation block means zi&ag tape and its location.

Note that the turbulator locations used in the theory and
in the experiment are not necessaily the same; the differ-
ent locations can be seen from the fiturc key. The loca-
tions of the theory are shown in the headline, those of the
experiments are noted in the explanations of the line t)?es.
Ifno locations are given there, those of the theory are valid.

Airfoil E 658 shows very little differences for dif{erent
turbulator locations. Airfoil E671 is more sensitive.

The experimental drag coef{icients are slithtly hither
than the theoretical values, exceptforhigh lifi coefficients.
This may be attributed to some manufacturing tolerances
due to the small model chord and to the cover sheets at
the flap hintes.

Within the tolerances of the results, ihe two anfoils both
perform remarkably wel at hiSh crandlow Reynolds num-
bers. At R = 2 x 106, airfoil E 658 is slithtly better.

FiSure 13: Theoreticaland experim€nlal Rction chara.l€ristics ol
airfoil E 658, 2' fl ap, R = 0.7r 10".

Ii8lre i0: Theoretical se.tion .haraclensdcs of airfoil E 671, 10' flap.

Figure 11: Theoretical section .haracten$cs of airfoil E 671,0" flap.

E 6?r ,$,.,,-F,*.1 '-' ",.."', '",,,"r

FiE!re 12: Theor€tical sectio. charactenstics of airfoil E 671, -70'flap.

The theoretical dftg polars are shown in Figs. 10 to 12.
Note the differences from the previous polars. Airfoils E
658 and E 659 werc defined for ihe flap-down case, which
coresponds to 10'flap down for airfoil E671, a flap de-
flection of-10'for airfoils E 658 and E 659 conesponds to
zero flap deflection for airfoil E 671, and a deflection of -
18' flap for airfoils E 658 and E 659 corresponds to -7' for
airfoil E 671.

Most inierestingis the compadson of the polars for air,
foils E 658 and E 671, which conespond to philosophy 1

and 2, respectively. Airfoil E 671 is sliShily better at hith
lift coefficienis, which is not significant because ihe induced
dragdominatesaspreviouslydiscussed.Fortheotherflap
settin$ the dif{€rences are negligible.
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E 658 n- oou."-v.t' -"ot

Iigure 14: Theodical and experimental s€ction .harachnsti.s of
airton E 658, -3'flap, R = 10x 1tr.

Figure 15: Theoretical and exPerimental se.tion charadenstics of
airfoil E 658, -8' flaP, R = 1 5 x 106-

Figuie 16r Theoreti.al and exPenmental section chara.tPrisri.s of
airfoilE 658, 13" naP, R = 2 0x 106

Fiture 17: Theoredcdlcnd F.PedmentdJ se.hon chdrd.tensh,' of
arlod E 6i8 _18'flaP B=20\lF
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E 671 *.,,.,,,.n,o ,", +e"u,.,.,"ar

Figur 18: Theo.etical and €xPerimental se.tjon characiensncs oI
airfoil E 671, 10' flaP, R = 0.7 x 106

E 671 R-Lrld.L!.w'4i -"4,

'5 t'
".1 "-,r",* ,--
1/

,,1/i
, ]__

Figure 19r Iheoreticiland erperimental section cha ra cten ttics oI
aidoilE671,0 flaP, R = l5x 10"

E 671 ,.2.,"".2a"" c,",,,,"u, ,.,.,r,r

Fi8ure 20: Theoretical and experimental section .haracteristics of
anfoil E671, 8' flap, R = 2.0x 106.

6- IMPROVED AIRFOIL USING PHILOSOPTIY 2

Dunnt the desi8n of aifoil E 671, the imProved proce-

dure of section 3 was not used. This Procedure was ap

plied in the desig of aitfoll E 672, as shown in Fit 21.

Again, the preliminary design was Performed for a hiSh

Re)'nolds number and a low liJt coefficient. This allowed

thebeginnint and theamount of pressurc rccovery on the

lower surface to b€ specified precisely. Afierwards, an

18' flap-down deflection was introduced and the uPPer

surfacewas smoothed toobtain the corect velocitv djstri-
butionsforhigh lift and docile stall. The final airfoilshaPe
is defin€d in the flap down conJiguration. Thus, or yne8a

tive (flap-up) deflections are relevant.

E 658 i.E,t *ao-..L!.,-.!6

E 658,-2orc,,*rn" nn,uu,m'
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Figure2l: D€sign of aidoil E62,prelininary and finalflap-upcase.

The theoretical section characteristics of this ailfoil are
shown in 6gs. 22 to 24. Considerabte improvem€nt over
airloil E 671 is achieved, mainly fff low lift coef{icients
and hith Re)'nolds numbers.

A8ain, a windtunnel test of airfoil E 672 hasbeen con,
ducted in the LWT in Stuttgart. The most sitnificant theo-
retical and experimental rcsults are compared in Figs. 25
to 29. The sequence of the diagams and the labeling arc
the same as in s€ction 5. The experiment also showed an

improvement over airfoil E 671- For high Re),nolds numbers,
the drag coefficients are slightly underpredicted, alrhough
the limits of the low-drag rante are prcdicted rclatively
accurate (Figs.28 and 29). The upperlimtofthe low-drat
range is underpredicted for the hith-lift cases (Fits_
25 to 27).

For the Reynolds numbers of 0.7 x 106 and 1.0 x 106
(Iits.25 and 25), a distinct improvement wasachievedby
placinga turbulatorat about 63% chord on thelower sur-
face. This is a surprising result because the drag of the
lower surface at hith lift coefficients normally contributes
less than 10 % to the profile drag- Apparently, the depres-
sion in the lower su ace velocity distribution near the flap
hinge has a larter effect than expected. This is a problem
for all aifoils with flapsbecause a local separation always
occurs near ihe hinte on the lower surface with a flap-
down deflection.

Flow visualization was performed foi R = 1.0 x 106 and
a flap deflection of 0' at cl = 1.37. It shows a laminar sepa-
rationbubble on the lower surface exiending hom63 % to
74.5 % chord. Thus reattachment occurs before the comer
produ.edby the flap deflection. Although flow visualiza,
tion could not be performed for R = 0.7 x 106 because the
iunnel speed was too low, reattachment for this Re',nolds
number probably occurs aft of the llap comer The €ffect
of the lower suface iurbulator is therefore larter for the
lowerReynolds number This effect is not yet understood.
Further investigations are necessaryio optimize the high-
lift case foi flapped airfoils at iow Reynolds numbers.

The impact of this phenomenon on the winS dragis reta-
iively small at high lift coefficients, however, because the
induced drat is around three times the profile drat.

On theotherhand, the local turbulen t separation on the
upper su ace in the flap up case for higher Re)'nolds num-
bers did not cause additional drat.

'?t E 672 fta r"',""arG,..?6,

'l--.. 9t:,.:
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FiSure 22r Theoretical section .baracterisiics of airfoil E 672.

E 672 r*.2'a" q.u 
"e"r" -"-,

Fi8ure2S: Theorelicalsection.haraderisticsof airfoil E672,-9'flap

E 672,"*.",,**:., **.., -"-,

Fi6ure l1: Theoreti.al section characlen\ricr of an{oil E 672, t8 flap.
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Fi6urela: Theoretnilandelperim€nlal *choncharactentti.sof
airfoil E672, 0 nip, R = 07 r 10i.
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E 6?2 n.Lo'r.urwro,. mru

]-18+shnurd'liz'

Iigure %: Theoretical and expedmenial section characteristia of
airfoil E 67z 0' flap, R = 1.0 x 10.

Ii$r 27: Theoretical dd experimental section .haracterisrics of
airfoil E 672, -5' flap, R = 1.5 x 106.

7 - CONCLUDING REMARKS
Two differcnt philosophies for the desitn of airioits with

flaps have been discussed. Both of them show promising
aspects. Fufther optimization of the details and fuiiher
wind-tunnel tests are necessary
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Iigure 2J: 'Iheoretical and experimental se(ion characteristica
airtoil E 672, -10'and -18'aap, R = 2.0 x 10..

Figlre 29: Theorencal and exp€rimental *crion chara<terisrics of
airfoil E 67z -18' flap R =2.5x ltr.
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